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arXiv-NG objectives & strategy
Key Development Objectives for arXiv-NG

1. **Modernization.**
   Catch up with web application architecture, technology, best practices.

2. **Evolvability.**
   Support rapid, iterative development. Position for ongoing & long-term change.

3. **Durable & extensible data architecture.**
   Provide long-term preservation & availability. Flexibility to keep pace with scholarly practice.

4. **Integrate human & machine effort in moderation.**
   Support complex workflows that leverage the strengths of automated and human processes.

5. **Promote innovation via APIs.**
   Consistent, well-documented, easy-to-use APIs to support researchers & developers.

6. **Support integrations with partner services.**
   Including alternative submission workflows & data exchange.
Architectural paradigm

arXiv Classic
- Perl, Perl+Catalyst, PHP, and more!
- arXiv-lib (Perl)
  - Business Logic
  - Global Abstractions
  - More Business Logic!
- Lucene
- Database
- Network Filesystem

arXiv-NG
- Python/Flask + Docker
- API/UI
- Controllers
- Services
- HTTP/REST
- Data
- Document Metadata Application

Spaghetti-lith

Services
arXiv-NG: Subsystem-level view
Integrating Classic & NG Services

Data-Layer "Shim"

API Integration

Notification Broker
Organization & process
Process changes: better task granularity

![Graph showing the number of tickets over time with a backlog purge event]

- Y-axis: Number of tickets
- Legend: Resolved (blue), Created (red)

Backlog purge
Process changes: shorter turn-around
Quality goals

- **Automated tests.** 80–90% test coverage.
  - Classic: 36%
  - NG beta & production: 81–96%

- **Documentation.** Extensive code & architectural documentation.
  - Classic: 0.17–0.26 lines of documentation per line of code.
  - NG beta & production: 5.18–54.97 lines of documentation per line of code

- **Code quality & style.** Coding standards enforced automatically.

- **Accessibility.** Must meet or exceed W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) v2.0 Level A.
2018 Development milestones
In Development

Significant design & implementation effort has been invested.

**Alpha**
Deployed for internal evaluation.
Feature complete, bugs may remain.

**Beta**
Deployed for external evaluation.
Feature complete, bugs & changes from alpha addressed.

In Production
Deployed on production web nodes, replacing or in parallel to classic features.
Milestone: Replace Legacy Search (Completed)

- Replace the current advanced search interface, search results view, and author name search.
- The search result view should support pagination, and ordering by publication date or relevance.
- Deprecate classic search UI.
Milestone: Replace Legacy Search (Completed)

- Search index is updated at publication time, using metadata from the classic system.
- Includes arXiv author IDs and ORCID IDs.
Milestone: Search API (Alpha)

- Metadata queries, improved based on feedback from API consumer community.
- Support for both JSON & Atom/XML serialization.
- Will take pressure off the on-premises machines for high-traffic clients.
- Deployed behind API gateway (alpha).
Milestone: Authentication (Completed)
Milestone: Authentication (Completed)

- Distributed session store: users can log in on-premises and use both classic and NG components.
- Low-level components to support Role Based Access Control.
- Unified authentication & authorization for end-users, API clients.
Milestones: API Gateway, Registration, OAuth2

- Authentication: session management for end-users and API clients.
- API client registry to provide access tokens, supports modern authentication & authorization protocols (OAuth2).
- Search API (alpha) is a test-case for exposing endpoints via API gateway.
Data stored in plain-text file in a proprietary serialization format.

Contains sensitive data (e.g. e-mail addresses).

Relies on enormous shared file-system (single point of failure).

Mutable: challenging for replication and for long-term preservation.
Unconventional high–energy–state contribution to the Cooper pairing in under–doped copper–oxide superconductor HgBa$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_{2+x}$O$_{8+y}$

B. Lorent, S. Sakai, Y. Gallaïs, M. Cazayous, M–A. Méasson, A. Forget, D. Colson, M. Civelli, A. Sacuto

(Submitted on 30 Jan 2018)

We study the temperature–dependent electronic Raman response of a slightly under–doped single crystal HgBa$_2$Ca$_2$Cu$_{2+x}$O$_{8+y}$ with a superconducting critical temperature $T_c$=122 K. Our main finding is that the superconducting pair–breaking peak is associated with a dip on its higher–energy side, disappearing together at $T_c$. This result hints at an unconventional pairing mechanism, whereas spectral weight lost in the dip is transferred to the pair–breaking peak at lower energies. This conclusion is supported by cellular dynamical mean–field theory on the Hubbard model, which is able to reproduce all the main features of the Blg Raman response and explain the peak–dip behavior in terms of a nontrivial relationship between the superconducting and the pseudo gaps.
Milestone: Abstract Page (Beta)

Makes possible:

- Data stored as JSON (globally recognized standard).
  → arXiv software not required.
- Can be shared publicly
  → Better programmatic access.
- Stored in a high-availability object store.
  → Improves scaling, availability.
- Immutable.
  → Preservation-friendly. :-)

Will be able to run the public, read-only site on any infrastructure.
Milestones: Submission UI (near alpha)

- Feature-parity with the classic UI.
- Opportunistic improvements to workflow based on usability studies.
- Keep network and browser requirements low: avoid resource-heavy design (JavaScript).
- Release plan (zero downtime):
  - Deploy in parallel to classic UI.
  - Introduce wishlist features and improvements.
  - Deprecate classic UI as traffic shifts to NG UI.
Submission Data Architecture

- Data architecture to support human and automated processes, **scaling**.
- Commands are treated as first-class data; add up to current state of a submission.
- Core command library: consistent validation, processing, across all interfaces.
- Hooks to support moderation and administrative rules, automation.
- **Supports flexible UI design for submission, moderation.**
Milestones: Submission API (In Development)

- Input from conferences, overlay journals, publishing platforms, power users (collaborations), and others using classic SWORD v1 API.
- Will deprecate SWORD API.
- NG OAuth2 workflows: direct link between submitter and arXiv.org.
Milestone: Centralized Log Facility (Beta)

- Classic & NG logs are aggregated in a centralized log store.
- Logs are parsed and analyzed as they are generated.
- Deposited in AWS S3 for long-term storage, recovery.
- Indexed in Elasticsearch to support analysis, member institution reporting, forensics.
Milestone: Cloud Deployment Infrastructure

- DevOps mindset: servers as pets → servers as cattle
- Atomistic, versioned deployments of **individual services**
- Automation
  → Testable
  → Lower risk of downtime
  → **Improved reliability**

Diagram includes tools and services such as Travis CI, HELM, Kubernetes, Docker, and AWS Elastic Compute.
2019 Development priorities
2019: Submission & Moderation

- Front-load quality control checks.
  Goal is to reduce the number of papers placed on hold after the user has finalized their submission.

- Improve presentation of TeX compilation logs.
  De-mystify the TeX logs and connect submitters to relevant documentation and advice to troubleshoot problems.

- Decouple non-submission requests from new e-print submissions.
  This includes adding journal references and DOIs to e-prints and requesting withdrawals.

- Improve automated moderation processes.
  Driven by comprehensive analysis of operational scaling led by Jim Entwood (operations manager) and Steinn Sigurdsson (scientific director), with input from moderators.
2019: Metadata Improvements & Interoperability

- **Author disambiguation.**
  Implement data backend, interfaces for author name disambiguation based on 2018 metadata design work.

- **Improve handling of secondary metadata.**
  Includes structured author metadata, DOIs, domain-specific metadata, other links. Attention to use-cases for member institutions, OA mandate compliance.

- **Strengthen core metadata format & handling.**
  Migrate to JSON-serialized immutable metadata record, to replace legacy “abs file”. Increases options for failover strategy, improves future-proof characteristics of critical metadata, and provides durability and consistency properties optimal for long-term archiving.
2019: API Development

- Replace Atom/RSS feeds.
  Re-implement Atom/RSS APIs, backed by Elasticsearch cluster, deployed in the cloud.

- Replace classic OAI-PMH endpoint.
  Pending decision about migration path to ResourceSync. This is one of our most critical APIs.

- Build out API gateway to expose some backend services.
  E.g. plain text content, sandbox TeX compiler, etc.

- API Client Registry
  Supports authentication, creates a public showcase for projects that leverage arXiv APIs.
  Better access to resources, documentation, and support for API-based projects.
Supporting arXiv Labs
Supporting arXiv Labs

arXiv Labs

arXiv is surrounded by a community of researchers and developers working at the cutting edge of information science and technology.

While the arXiv team is focused on our core mission—providing rapid dissemination of research findings at no cost to readers and submitters—we are excited to be experimenting with a small number of collaborators on projects that add value for our stakeholders and advance research.

Here are some of the projects that our collaborators are working on right now.

**arXiv Bibliographic Explorer**

**Collaborator:**
Matt Bierbaum  
*Cornell Computing and Information Science*

The arXiv bibliographic explorer displays information about works that cite and are cited by arXiv papers and their published versions. The primary objective of the project is to enable discovery of relevant research and context by providing user-friendly navigation of an article's citation tree.

[https://github.com/mattbierbaum/arxiv-bib-overlay](https://github.com/mattbierbaum/arxiv-bib-overlay)

**arXiv HTML5 & Readability**

**Collaborators:**
Michael Kohlhaase  
*Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg*

Ben Firschman  
*arXiv-Vanity*

Deyan Ginev  
*Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg*

Our top priority is to provide a high-quality service to all arXiv authors and readers. The overarching objective of this project is to significantly improve the usability and accessibility of arXiv papers. While providing HTML is not a panacea, it is a first step in the right direction.

[https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-readability](https://github.com/cul-it/arxiv-readability)

- arXiv dev team is focused on the core mission.
- The team is a skeleton crew relative to the scale of platform.
- How can we include other talented developers & researcher in developing arXiv?
- Move to open source development was a first step.
- Second step: framework for supporting strategic experimental projects on production infrastructure, while minimizing risk.
## Supporting arXiv Labs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labs R&amp;D</th>
<th>Labs in Production</th>
<th>arXiv Core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arXiv dev team supports by providing APIs, consultation.</td>
<td>Project lead(s) responsible for development; arXiv dev team supports deployment, monitoring.</td>
<td>arXiv dev team fully responsible for development and support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not expected to be production quality.</td>
<td>Nimble quality goals that balance experimental orientation with security, stability.</td>
<td>Full compliance with arXiv quality, performance, and accessibility goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thanks!
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